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End of the Year Offerings  
End of the year offerings are vital to financial health:

• Faith-based organizations made up 28% of all charitable giving in 2021

• 30% of the projected annual donations to charities are made during 
December

• Season of Giving Best Practices:

 1. Steward
 a. Add value to each giver by showing them how they  

    have supported the church mission
 b. Provide details about the ministries that are benefitting

 2. Engage
 a. Have a clear and bold call to action

 b. Encourage cheerful giving – the joys of being a  
    blessing to the ministry

 3. Thankfulness
 a. January is a great time to thank givers for their generosity  

    and highlight ministry and outreach accomplishments

• How can you enhance your communications?

1.  Personalize- Make it personal for members whether it’s through a 
church newsletter or in person

2.  Use Photos on screens or in newsletters

3.  Social media platforms- Leverage technology to share the good 
work being done

How to Maximize and Manage  
 Your End of the Year Offering

Integrated giving Features: 

 ✓ Custom donation web pages

 ✓ One time and recurring 
giving options

 ✓  PCI Compliance

 ✓ Giving Portal with stored 
payment and giving history

 ✓ Integrated scanning 
capability for checks

 ✓ Mobile Missions App for 
giving on smartphones

 ✓ Custom event registration 
forms for collecting event 
related funds
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Blackbaud Church Management and Financial Edge NXT 
The seamless integration between Blackbaud Church Management and Financial Edge NXT makes 
it simple to maximize not only end of the year offerings, but giving throughout the year. 

Church Management
Church Management’s integrated stewardship components allow easy giving management and the ability to 
produce reports that help provide a better understanding of giving trends and insight in how to better engage those 
constituents. Reports can be generated based on year over year giving, first time donor retention, year to date donor 
retention, as well as year over year donor retention. The church management integration allows staff to directly access 
the associated constituent profiles from the reports. These reports can then be utilized to send stewardship pieces 
through the communication component.

The email and social media capabilities of Church Management allow the creation of personalized communications to 
church members. The included blank and best practice communication templates allow the addition of church logos, 
photos or other branding into the communication. The integrated email service provider then allows each email to be 
personalized by merging congregants’ name and giving history. The giving history option can remind them of their 
prior giving by adding the total of lifetime giving, first gift amount, first gift date, latest gift amount, latest gift date or 
their largest gift amount. After the email communication is sent, the follow up analytics provide a rich report on which 
recipients actually received the email and opened it as well as who clicked the included call to action link.

The Donation Forms that are a part of Church Management solution offer not only the standard form for giving used 
on the main church website, but also the ability to create custom forms for specific initiatives such as end of the 
year offerings. The form designer has a simple guided experience that allows anyone to easily design a branded and 
professional form. The integration with Financial Edge NXT allows all of the information associated with the specific 
appeals to be tracked. This allows the business office to track any expenses associated with that initiative e.g postage 
costs, printing costs or photography to market the initiative. This helps the entire staff to better understand the total 
revenue raised and expenses incurred for each initiative. 

Once the form is designed the HTML code can easily be given to the church webmaster or the URL can be copied 
and pasted into the email. Custom confirmation emails offer the ability to send an immediate and personalized 
acknowledgement using church branding and images.
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About Blackbaud
Blackbaud (NASDAQ: BLKB) is the world’s leading cloud software company powering social good. Serving the entire social good community—nonprofits, 
higher education institutions, K–12 schools, healthcare organizations, faith communities, arts and cultural organizations, foundations, companies, and 
individual change agents—Blackbaud connects and empowers organizations to increase their impact through cloud software, services, data intelligence, 
and expertise. Learn more at www.blackbaud.com.

Click here for information on Blackbaud Church Management. 

Click here for information on Financial Edge NXT

Financial Edge NXT 
It is a simple push to get the revenue that was given via a Donation Form through to the accounting side because 
of the integration of Church Management and Financial Edge NXT. This integration eliminates duplicate data entry 
allowing it to be posted directly to the General Ledger with no loss of control. The push can be done as needed, daily, 
weekly or monthly. Once the transactions are posted to the General Ledger they’re locked down to keep both systems 
in sync. If a member mis-designated their gift and that error needs to be corrected, it can easily be done through an 
adjustment in Church Management. This will always keep the systems in sync without having to coordinate between 
areas of ministry. The integration allows easy translation from the Church Management fund names to GL numbers to 
help keep finance and non-finance staff on the same page. Financial Edge NXT allows the generation of a wide range 
of reports to help keep everyone informed of giving and expenses.

The seamless integration of Church Management and Financial Edge NXT makes it easy to 
maximize end of the year giving opportunities. By simplifying the setup of donation forms, 
revenue flow and expenses, less time is spent on administrative work and more time can be spent 
caring for the congregation and community. 

http://www.blackbaud.com
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